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Abstract

A synergy between lidar, sunphotometer and in situ measurements has been applied
to airborne observations performed during the Etude et Simulation de la QUalité de
l’air en Ile-de-France (ESQUIF), enabling the retrieval of vertical profiles for the aerosol
complex refractive index (ACRI) and single-scattering albedo with a vertical resolu-5

tion of 200 m over Paris area. The averaged value over the entire planetary boundary
layer (PBL) for the ACRI is close to 1.51(±0.02)–i0.017(±0.003) at 532 nm. The single-
scattering albedo of the corresponding aerosols is found to be ∼0.9 at the same wave-
length. A good agreement is found with previous studies for urban aerosols. A compar-
ison of vertical profiles of ACRI with simulations combining in situ measurements and10

relative humidity (RH) profiles has highlighted a modification in aerosol optical proper-
ties linked to their history and the origin of the air mass. The determination of ACRI in
the atmospheric column enabled to retrieve vertical profiles of extinction coefficient in
accordance with lidar profiles measurements.

1 Introduction15

A variety of processes can lead to the production of atmospheric particles. They may
arise from natural sources such as sea-spray, desert dust storms and volcanic activity,
and also from anthropogenic sources such as fossil fuels combustion and biomass
burning activities (e.g. Lenoble, 1993; Liousse et al., 1995; Tegen and Fung, 1995),
and from gas-to-particles conversion processes (Pandis et al., 1995). Among all the20

numerous sources of anthropogenic particles, the pollutant aerosols emitted in large
urban areas, and mainly consisting of sulfate, nitrate, black carbon and particulate
organic matter, are now clearly recognized as one of the most important. They modify
the local or regional climate when pollutants are transported out of the source regions
into surrounding areas: these pollutants indeed influence the albedo of the atmosphere25

– surface system and can interact with clouds (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
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The high variability of physical and optical properties of particles linked to meteo-
rological parameters such as temperature, humidity and wind speed require studying
aerosols in their natural state. Over the past several years, aerosol features have been
intensively investigated through numerical modelling (Braslau and Dave, 1973; Hodzic
et al., 2006) and thanks to experiments (e.g. Zobel, 1966; Method and Carlson, 1982;5

Haywood, 2003). Detailed information on aerosol physical and optical properties can
be provided by surface-based in situ measurements but those observations often re-
main limited to the ground. Aerosol properties can however been measured by aircraft
instruments. Dubovik et al. (2000) also ascertain aerosol features in extensively mea-
suring solar transmission and sky radiation. But results of such passive measurements10

are averaged over the entire atmospheric column and cannot provide information re-
garding the vertical distribution of particles. In this way, remote sensing approaches
turn out to be a well appropriate and complementary tool in the determination of par-
ticle optical properties (e.g. Chazette, 2003). Fuller and more accurate studies are
required because these aerosols play a critical role in the atmospheric energy budget15

and have long-term effect on the climatic changes (Charlson and Pilat, 1969).
The study presented in this paper underlines the ability of the combination between

aerosol size distribution and scattering cross-section measured by a french research
aircraft to determine vertical profiles of aerosol complex refractive index (ACRI), a cru-
cial parameter driving optical properties and highly dependent on chemical composition20

of the particles. It has been performed in the framework of the Etude et Simulation de
la QUalité de l’air en Ile-de-France (ESQUIF) experiment that took place over the Paris
area in July 2000, involving airborne measurements (Chazette et al., 2005). Next we
relate the variations in the retrieved ACRI to the meteorological conditions during the
experiment and discuss their evolution in the atmospheric column regarding at their25

past and the origin of the air masses. We finally show how extinction profiles can be
simulated to closely reproduce the lidar signals in ambient conditions.
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2 Experimental setup

2.1 Instruments

The french research aircraft Fokker27/ARAT (Avion de Recherche Atmosphérique et
de Télédétection) was used during the ESQUIF program in July 2000 for in situ and
remote sensing measurements within the lower troposphere. The aircraft instrumen-5

tation included the lidar LEANDRE-1 (Lidar aéroporté pour l’Etude des Aérosols, des
Nuages, de la Dynamique, du Rayonnement et du cycle de l’Eau) to document the
atmospheric reflectivity at 532 and 1064 nm in the lower troposphere. LEANDRE 1
uses sub-micron aerosols as tracers to document the lower tropospheric structure with
a vertical resolution of 15 m (Pelon et al., 2002). The mean relative error for the ex-10

tinction coefficient is generally less than 10% when the inversion of lidar profiles is
constrained using a sunphotometer (Chazette, 2003) and when the relative humidity
(RH) stays lower than 75%, as is the case here. The airborne optical particle sizer
PCASP model 100, developed by Particle Measuring Systems (PMS Inc, Boulder, Co),
gives access to 15 classes of particles ranging from >0.1 up to >3µm in diameter. It is15

used to retrieve the aerosol number size distribution in the lower troposphere. The ac-
curacy on the aerosol number concentration measurement is about 5% for submicron
aerosols (Dye and Baumgardner, 1984). The size distribution retrieved from this in-
strument does not necessarily represent that at ambient conditions. By comparing the
PCASP aerosol size measurements with those measured by a forward scattering spec-20

trometer probe instrument that did not dry the aerosols, Strapp et al. (1992) pointed out
that the particles appear to be dried by the PCASP heating before measurement at all
RH up to 80–90%, i.e. in all cases considered in this study. Number concentrations

of submicron particles were measured with 3022A CPC TSI® model particle counters.
These counters detect all particles within a diameter size range from 0.007 to 3µm,25

with a 100% efficiency for 0.02µm. Particle concentrations are retrieved with a rela-
tive uncertainty of 5% (Chazette and Liousse, 2001). A three-wavelength (450, 550
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and 700 nm) nephelometer (manufactured by TSI®) was used onboard the aircraft.
This instrument measures the aerosol scattering coefficient in a 7–170◦ range of scat-
tering angle (e.g. Bodhaine et al., 1991; Flamant et al., 2000). To take into account
the non-observed scattering angles, a correction factor has been assessed, from Mie
computations, to be close to 1.035 for urban aerosols (Chazette et al., 2005). This5

assessment was done using the retrieved aerosol mean size number distribution and
the mean complex refractive index during July 2000. The instrument scattering cham-
ber was maintained at about 35–40% RH (dry aerosol conditions). In dry conditions,
the relative uncertainty after calibration is around a few per cent (evaluated from the
reproducibility of laboratory measurements).10

Optical thickness data of the Paris area were obtained from the AErosol RObotic
NETwork (AERONET): the channels of the sunphotometer used for this study are cen-
tered at (440 nm and 670 nm) or (438 nm and 669 nm) given the location of the site,
with bandwidths of less than 20 nm and the instrument field of view is about 1◦ (Holben
et al., 1998). The AERONET database gives a maximal absolute uncertainty of 0.02 for15

the optical thickness, independent of the aerosol loading. Aerosol chemical composi-
tion was also analyzed from sampling performed at the ground level. Aerosol samples
devoted to carbonaceous analyses were collected during 19 and 20 July 2000, with
low volume sampler (3 m3 h−1) on pre-cleaned Whatman GF/F glass-fibber filters. The
carbon mass was determined through a thermal protocol. The precision of the results20

is estimated to be of the order of 10%. Nuclepore membranes were also mounted on
stack filters unit in order to separate the coarse and the fine fraction of the inorganic
water soluble (WS) fraction of the aerosols, without sea-salts. These filters were used
for measuring the major soluble inorganic ions in the particle by ion chromatography.
The precision on ion chromatography analysis has been evaluated to be 5–10% (Ran-25

driamiarisoa, 2006).
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2.2 Flight plans

Flight plans were established according to the daily synoptic conditions and Plane-
tary Boundary Layer (PBL) depths using ECMWF (European Center for Medium-range
Weather Forecast) forecasts and the flight altitudes imposed by Air Traffic Control.
Flight plans for 19 and 31 July are fully described in Chazette et al. (2005) and shown5

in Figs. 1a and e, together with the raw aerosol scattering coefficient measured by the
airborne nephelometer, as well as the corresponding vertical profiles of RH. The scat-
tering coefficient evolution illustrates the location of the pollution plume around Paris.
The flight plan for 20 July has been also taken into account and shown in Fig. 1c.
The major difference between the two periods was the direction of the air flow. We10

computed three-day back-trajectories of air masses arriving at 500 m above mean sea
level (m.s.l.) in the mixed layer (red), 1500 m m.s.l. close to the top of the PBL (blue),
2500 m m.s.l. in the free troposphere (green) at Paris using the Hysplit model (cour-
tesy of NOAA Air Resources Laboratory; http://www.arl.noaa.gov). This model uses
the meteorological data to compute advection and dispersion of air parcels. Figure 215

shows these trajectories for air parcels arriving over Paris area at 12:00 UT on the days
listed. Whereas the trajectories ending at 500 m m.s.l. spent time near the surface, the
trajectories at 1.5 and 2.5 km remained almost constant in altitude. To better sample
the urban pollution production, crosswind flight legs were performed within the PBL.
Calculations performed in this study following the altitude stem only from ascending20

phases of the flights since important bias on in situ measurements are observed dur-
ing descending phases. The flow rate, for each instrument sampling line, has been
controlled during the ascending phases to ensure flow conditions as close as possi-
ble to isokinetism. Isokinetic problems involved in aerosol measurements have been
minimized during ascending flights.25

On 19 July, under northerly wind conditions, two flights were performed at 10:40–
13:30 UTC and 14:20–17:15 UTC. The incoming air mass originating from Great Britain
was already rich in aged aerosol indicating that the air mass had flown over polluted
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areas prior to reaching the Paris area (Chazette et al., 2005). Two parts corresponding
to upwind and downwind sides of Paris can be distinguished for computations. The first
part (Part 1) starts from Creil with a low level upwind leg. The second part (Part 2) be-
gins with a leg further south over the countryside before climbing at ∼4200 m m.s.l.
Lidar measurements were realized on a first crosswind leg coinciding with Part 2,5

and then a south-north segment toward Creil coinciding with Part 1. According to
backscatter lidar profiles, the mean PBL depth was about 1800±100 m during the con-
sidered flight period. The retrieved optical thicknesses at 532 nm were 0.25±0.03 be-
fore 10:30 UTC and 0.3±0.05 before 12:00 UTC above Palaiseau (south of Paris) and
Paris respectively. After these hours, no other reliable optical thicknesses data were10

available due to increased cloudiness.
On 20 July, the flight was scheduled between 14:00 and 17:45 UTC. It was dedicated

to the study of vertical exchanges in the low troposphere inside Paris pollutant plume.
The incoming air mass is carried by a north airflow which is probably already polluted,
but with a more urban pollution component (Cardiff, Bristol). In situ measurements15

are realized during the ascending flight, upwind of Paris. Nadir pointing lidar measure-
ments were made from an altitude of ∼4200 m (m.s.l.) in the free troposphere. The PBL
height was then about 2000±100 m. As for 19 July, similar values have been observed
for optical thicknesses measured on 20 July with 0.25±0.03 above Palaiseau.

On 31 July, the flight was scheduled between 10:30 and 14:00 UTC. The 31 July20

event was characterized by westerly advection of clean air masses originating from the
Atlantic Ocean. However the air mass trapped in the PBL entered the Paris area from
the south. From Creil (36 km north of Paris), the aircraft headed south at 900 m m.s.l.
(Part 1) and performed two legs before climbing (Part 2) to 4200 m m.s.l. where li-
dar measurements were performed on two legs, colocalized, respectively, with Part 225

and Part 1. The PBL height was about 1500±100 m. The mean optical thicknesses
were smaller with values of 0.11±0.03 above Palaiseau or Creteil (southeast of Paris),
0.15±0.03 above Paris and 0.22±0.04 above Creil (North of Paris), but pointing out a
significant increase downwind of the urban area. In the following, the lower part (Part 1)
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corresponds to measurements inside Paris plume, whereas the upper part (Part 2) is
related to measurements outside the plume.

3 Methodology to retrieve vertical profiles of ACRI

Laboratory experiments can determine the ACRI from bulk aerosol samples (e.g. Volz,
1973). The advantage of estimating ACRI via remote sensing lies in the determina-5

tion of optical properties of airborne particles under real atmospheric conditions (e.g.
Dubovik et al., 2002; Sinyuk et al., 2003; Todd et al., 2007). In a previous study (Raut
and Chazette, 2007), we calculated the ACRI through a synergy between lidar, sunpho-
tometer and ground-based instrumentation. ACRI were assessed to be 1.56–0.034i at
355 nm and 1.59–0.040i at 532 nm in Paris, thus leading to single-scattering albedo10

values between 0.88 and 0.80, respectively. This determination was nevertheless lim-
ited to the surface and only a simulation of vertical profiles of ACRI could be performed
to extend the results to the entire PBL. This method was assuming a vertically ho-
mogeneous aerosol composition, implying that modifications in vertical profiles were
primarily caused by variations of RH in the atmospheric column.15

In this study, the evolution of ACRI as a function of altitude can be retrieved from
in situ airborne observations and lidar measurements constrained with sunphotome-
ter values. That method will be described in Sect. 3.1. Aircraft in situ measurements
often subject the aerosols to changes in RH between the atmosphere and the instru-
ment (Baumgardner and Huebert, 1993). Corrected ACRI values can therefore been20

deduced from simulations implying relative humidity profiles simultaneously measured
onboard the plane (see Sect. 3.2). Results of the two approaches are compared in
Sect. 4. Uncertainties on the real and imaginary parts of the ACRI have been de-
termined using a Monte-Carlo approach thanks to 200 Gaussian random realizations
around the variability of size distribution parameters.25
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3.1 ACRI retrieval from ascending flight

The determination of the real part of the ACRI is the result of a convergent method
between various scattering cross-sections calculated in a Mie model and the scatter-
ing cross-section measured by the coupling of nephelometer, particle sizer and particle
counter instruments. Using spherical particles in a Mie code is justified by a very low5

lidar depolarized ratio (∼4%). The real part can be assessed because its observed
dispersion is very weak (<0.02) in the likely range of the imaginary part (<0.05) for
anthropogenic aerosols from automobile traffic. Lidar inversion thanks to sunphotome-
ter measurements enabled to retrieve the backscatter-to-extinction ratio (BER) of the
entire aerosol vertical column with an iterative procedure, as in Chazette (2003). The10

determination of the imaginary part of ACRI and the single-scattering albedo lies on a
comparison between the previous BER used to invert lidar data and different values of
BER calculated from size distribution with the real part previously retrieved.

In this study, the method previously described is applied to the observations of ES-
QUIF campaign on 19, 20 and 31 July 2000. Data retrieved from nephelometer at15

550 nm and particle sizer enabled to assess both the ACRI and the single-scattering
albedo as a function of altitude. A standard method using the proximity recognition
approach was used to retrieve the aerosol size distribution assuming 2 modes in alti-
tude (nucleation and accumulation) with a lognormal distribution. The method consists
in best fitting the particle numbers in the classes deduced from the PCASP and the20

CPC measurements. The distribution is characterized by the modal radius (r1 and r2),
the associated geometric dispersions (σ1 and σ2), and the occupation rates (x1 and
x2=1−x1). Mean parameters of the lognormal size distributions are given in Table 1.
The BER has been given by Chazette et al. (2005) to be equal to 0.014 sr−1 from the
synergy between sunphotometer and LEANDRE-1 lidar. Owing to the speed of the25

plane during ascending phases, measurements have been vertically averaged for ev-
ery 200 m. The merit of this technique is that it provides, for the first time, vertically
resolved ACRI with such a high vertical resolution.
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3.2 Influence of RH profile

To model the effect of water vapor on hydrophilic aerosols, we used the following rela-
tionships set up by Hänel (1976), describing aerosol growth and giving particle radius
and refractive index for wet particles:

rw = r ·
(

1 − RH
1 − RHref

)−ε
(1)5

nw = nH2O +
(
n − nH2O

)
·
(
rw
r

)−3

(2)

The suffix w refers to wet conditions and RH is the relative humidity. r and n are
the radius and the refractive index of aerosol particles, respectively, at RH=RHref, and
nH2O is the refractive index of pure water. The coefficient ε depends on the considered
type of aerosol and is taken as 0.26 according to Randriamiarisoa et al. (2006) over10

Paris. Hänel’s laws essentially apply for RH larger than RHref=55% because of the
existence of deliquescence point (Randriamiarisoa et al., 2006). Simulations of ACRI
profiles, starting from the measurements at each altitude with a RH lower than 55%,
have been realized in both Part 1 and Part 2. The calculations have been performed
independently for each altitude.15

4 Results

Vertical profiles of ACRI (real and imaginary parts) are given in Fig. 3 for 19, 20 and 31
July 2000 over Paris area. Red solid lines represent the mean profile obtained during
the ascending parts of the flight, shaded areas show their respective standard devia-
tion and horizontal lines give the uncertainties determined by a Monte-Carlo method.20

Blue solid lines represent the mean profile obtained by a simulation combining dry in
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situ retrievals and relative humidity profiles, and horizontal lines show their respective
uncertainty ∆nw computed by the following equation:

∆nw =
(
nw − nH2O

)
·

( ∆n
n − nH2O

)2

+
(

3 · ε ·∆RH
1 − RH

)2

+
(

3 · ε ·∆RH
1 − RHref

)2
0.5

(3)

where ∆n=0.02−i0.003 is the uncertainty retrieved for the dry ACRI (Table 2) and
∆RH≈0.5% is the uncertainty on the measurements of relative humidity. Average val-5

ues of ACRI, single-scattering albedo and RH over the entire PBL, Part 1 or Part 2,
with their corresponding standard deviations have been reported in Table 2.

4.1 19 July

The similarity in the profiles of both real and imaginary parts retrieved by the two meth-
ods (Figs. 3a and b) indicates that their modifications in the column are not mainly due10

to RH profile. Taking into account the uncertainties, the two profiles overlap up to the
top of the PBL (1800 m), indicating that RH correction has only a slight influence for
19 July. RH seldom exceeds 60%, i.e. a bit over the deliquescence threshold, which
accounts for the very small shift between the profiles over 1300 m. Aerosols are only a
few sensible to RH (Randriamiarisoa, 2006). Nevertheless, the two parts in the profile15

(below and above 950 m) must be set apart because both the real and the imaginary
parts remain almost constant in each part of the profiles independently. The changes
in aerosol properties between these two domains are indeed correlated to different
source regions. Aerosols located upwind of Paris show smaller real part (1.48) but
higher imaginary part (0.02) than particles located downwind of Paris but outside the20

Parisian plume (1.50–i0.013). An additional value of ACRI has been computed inside
Paris plume close to 48.45◦ N and 2.13◦ E during the flight at 950 m m.s.l. and plot-
ted on Fig. 3. We found 1.45(±0.01)–i0.015(±0.002), thus presenting smaller values
for real and imaginary parts than aerosols in Part 1 coming from England (Fig. 2a).
The total number of particles is higher downwind of Paris but this noticeable increase25
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(55%) is associated with a scattering coefficient that hardly evolves (∼0.15 km−1) be-
tween the north and the south of Paris. That can be explained by the production of
aerosols in the nucleation mode (∼0.04µm) over Paris area, which have only a few
influence on the aerosol optical properties at 532 nm. An increasing amount of parti-
cles yields to a smaller mean value of the real part of ACRI. The fact that scattering5

properties do not vary suggests that the incoming air mass was characterized by a size
distribution already dominated by the accumulation mode (∼0.12µm) as it could be ex-
pected for an atmospheric flow polluted by aerosols having aged for several days. That
is in accordance with Randriamiarisoa et al. (2006) who showed that aerosols were
mainly hydrophobic on 19 July: polluted air masses arriving over Paris are loaded with10

aged particles coming from Great Britain. The influence of the city of Paris producing
aerosols in the nucleation mode is not therefore paramount for the scattering coeffi-
cient.

4.2 20 July

On the 20 July, given that the deliquescence point has not been reached below15

1500 m m.s.l., the influence of RH on ACRI profile cannot be remarked (Fig. 3c). Dif-
ferences on the real part are observed near the top of the PBL since RH correction
effect becomes important for RH values larger than 70%. This effect is not significant
on the imaginary part owing to the uncertainties. The main tendency observed on
Fig. 3d is the regular decrease of the imaginary part as a function of the altitude. On20

20 July, the evolution of the ACRI versus altitude has been retrieved upwind of Paris
(north of Paris), given that no ascending flight has been performed in the south of
Paris. According to the backward trajectory plotted on Fig. 2b, the optical properties
of the aerosols coming from Great Britain are mainly located in the upper part of the
profiles. These highest altitudes are also associated with higher scattering coefficients25

(0.16 km−1) than the area close to the surface (0.12 km−1). The corresponding values
of ACRI (1.50(±0.01)–i0.017(±0.002)) is in agreement with that derived for 19 July. The
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explanation of ACRI evolution with altitude for 19 July can also be provided for 20 July
since air masses present quite similar origins: hydrophobic aerosols are advected in
aged air masses from England. The observed differences between the lowest and the
highest altitudes are however very weak and may be ascribed to the natural variability
of the ACRI for the corresponding aged aerosol. As for 19 July, we calculated one5

value of ACRI downwind of the plume. The calculation performed at 320 m m.s.l. close
to 48.12◦ N and 2.52◦ E has given a mean value of 1.46(±0.01)–i0.017(±0.002), also
plotted on Fig. 3, corroborating the result of the previous day for the air mass downwind
of Paris inside the plume.

4.3 31 July10

As for the 19 July, profiles are divided in two parts on the 31 July (Sect. 2.2): Part 1
(lower part) and Part 2 (upper part). One should however notice that the results ob-
tained at 800 m can be considered outside the plume (Part 2) since the plane was
circumventing the urban area at this altitude to prepare a leg at 950 m (see Fig. 1e).
The situation observed on 31 July is quite different. RH values are much higher than15

for 19 and 20 July. RH were found close to 55% at the surface but can reach 70 %
in Part 1 (Fig. 1f), 75% in Part 2 and increase up to 80% at the top of the PBL. The
discrepancies between the profiles of ACRI retrieved from dry measurements and the
simulated profiles through RH measurements is obvious on both Part 1 and Part 2,
and particularly in the vicinity of the top of the PBL (1500 m) when ACRI profile deter-20

mined through RH profile quickly decreases. Moreover, a sharp contrast between the
two parts can be remarked in Fig. 3e and the variability of the ACRI versus altitude is
relevant since uncertainty bars do not overlap. Aerosols measured outside Paris plume
have a larger scattering efficiency (higher real part of ACRI) than particles inside the
plume (1.55 in Part 2 compared to 1.48 in Part 1): outside the plume, aerosols are25

indeed farther from the sources and may also stem from a more rural origin. The air
mass has circumvented Paris region by South side before coming onto the measure-
ment site, thus flying over rural areas. When arriving over the Paris area, the incoming
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clean air mass is contaminated by pollution; fast aerosol aging processes are therefore
being observed more distinctly than in the 19 and 20 July cases. In Part 1, aerosols
located in the plume of Paris show small values of ACRI, as already observed for 19
and 20 July. Notwithstanding, these particles are accompanied by a significant amount
of aerosols produced by intense aircraft traffic influenced by Charles de Gaulle Airport.5

Those particles barely contribute to the overall aerosol optical properties in the visible
spectral range. The retrieval of lidar profiles (see Sect. 5.4) for the 31 July points out the
differences in aerosol extinction coefficient between the two parts: values have been
established to be ∼0.07 km−1 in Part 1 within the Paris plume, compared to 0.11 km−1

outside the plume. Given that the shape of the size distribution within the plume (Ta-10

ble 1) associated with a high number of particles cannot explain such low extinction
value relative to that determined outside the plume, we should consider that low val-
ues for the real part (1.46–1.48) can ascertain a low extinction coefficient. In order to
validate this result, we computed the ACRI over two legs at 950 m respectively located
at 48.75◦ N (upwind of Paris) and 48.96◦ N (downwind of Paris). Results are plotted on15

Fig. 4. As expected, the real part is lower (1.42–1.47) in the Paris plume, and show
larger values (1.48–1.54) when the aircraft is farther from Paris, i.e. for longitude lower
than 1.7 or larger than 2.7. In addition, this figure shows that the averaged value down-
wind of Paris is a bit weak (1.44±0.02) in comparison with the mean value retrieved
before Paris (1.45±0.02).20

5 Discussion

5.1 Comparison to previous studies

Values determined in this study are coherent with those retrieved by other authors.
Average values over the entire PBL with their corresponding standard deviations have
been reported in Table 2. A good agreement is found between the mean value of25

ACRI, that is 1.51(±0.02)–i0.017(±0.003), and several studies. It is for instance in ac-
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cordance with the results of Shettle and Fenn (1979) who found 1.56–0.08i for small
urban aerosols at RH close to 50% using different models and Ebert (2004) with an
ACRI close to 1.6 (±0.1)–i0.04 (±0.02) at 532 nm for urban aerosols where high real
parts were predominantly caused by the high abundance of metal oxide/hydroxide par-
ticles, the high imaginary parts by high abundances of soot.5

Ferrare et al. (1998) measured both aerosol extinction and backscattering as a func-
tion of altitude thanks to a Raman lidar to infer real ACRI, single-scattering albedo and
humidity correction factors of tropospheric aerosols in Oklahoma in conjunction with
aerosol size distribution. Before retrieving profiles of the real part of ACRI through
RH correction, the authors found a constant dry refractive index in the PBL, thus as-10

certaining that variations in the atmospheric column are mainly due to RH rather than
changes in the dry composition of aerosols. They found that the real part was varying
between 1.4 and 1.5 for dry aerosol (±0.05) and between 1.37 and 1.4 for wet aerosol,
associated with a single-scattering albedo above 0.94±0.1.

Multiwavelength backscatter and extinction lidar measurements also enable to re-15

trieve vertical profiles of ACRI. A detailed description of such an inversion scheme has
been given by Müller et al. (1999) and applied to pollution plumes advected from the
European continent out over the Atlantic Ocean (Müller et al., 2002) giving profiles split
into layers of variable depth from 400 to 700 m or over an Indian aerosol plume (Wagner
et al., 2001). They found a mean wavelength-independent ACRI of 1.56–0.009i. But20

the real part of the ACRI had an uncertainty up to 0.1, the imaginary part could be es-
timated only with an accuracy of one order of magnitude, and in some cases for rather
small particle effective radii, real and imaginary parts may be slightly overestimated.

Redemann et al. (2000) combined lidar, sun photometer and particle sizers data to
retrieve both real and imaginary parts in the atmospheric column over Atlantic Ocean25

that would provide the same backscatter signal in a forward calculation. Without the
knowledge of scattering coefficients, they solved this ill-posed problem by assuming a
constant ACRI over a certain vertical distance associated with various sets of measure-
ments for size distribution and lidar within the same atmospheric portion. Redemann et
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al. (2000) minimized the relative difference of scattering ratios from lidar and from cal-
culation using a grid of discrete values both in the real and in the imaginary parts. That
led to only two complex refractive indices in the boundary layer: one on the surface
layer and the other one representative on a boundary-type layer. The main limitation
of this method is to find a minimum of a function of two variables on a finite grid since5

the grid itself can introduce errors in the retrieved ACRI. Values of the estimated ACRI
range from 1.33 to 1.45 for the real part and 0.001 to 0.008 for the imaginary part.

5.2 Comparison to AERONET measurements

The only available estimates of the aerosol refractive index for the time and location of
this experiment are those given on the website of the AERONET network (Holben et10

al., 1998). The average complex refractive index, over the entire month of July 2000,
was calculated to be 1.5 (±0.05)–i0.016 (±0.0125) at 670 nm, after rejection of aberrant
data with refractive indices close to that of water. The standard deviations, associated
to the mean values, reflect both the temporal variability of the aerosol properties and
the error on the retrieved parameters. The mean value of ACRI retrieved in this study15

is thus very close to that provided by AERONET data.
In a more general context, it is important to assess the representativeness of our

measurements. We used almucantar data obtained over Paris area for clear-sky con-
ditions during summertime between 1999 and 2007. This method of retrieving the
ACRI and single-scattering albedo uses the sun and sky radiance measurements ac-20

quired by the sun photometer when the instrument scans in the solar almucantar. In
order to compare these results with the measurements presented in this study, we
computed ACRI values and single-scattering albedos at 532 nm, assuming a linear ap-
proximation for ACRI between 438 and 669 nm and using the following equations for
the single-scattering albedo at 532 nm ω0

532:25

τ532 = τ438 ·
(

532
438

)−a
where a =

ln
(
τ669
τ438

)
ln
(438

669

) (4)
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ω0
532 =

τextinction
532 − τabsorption

532

τextinction
532

(5)

where τi is the aerosol optical thickness at i nm for extinction or absorption respectively,
a the Angström exponent (Angström, 1964).

The occurrences of the 532 nm single-scattering albedo, real part and imaginary part
of the ACRI are given in Fig. 5 for clear-sky conditions during summertime between5

1999 and 2007 in the Paris area. The mean values of single-scattering albedo retrieved
in this study for 19, 20 and 31 July 2000 are located in the center of the Gaussian
curve, indicating that such single-scattering albedo values between 0.89 and 0.92 are
representative of the region in summer. Real parts also form a Gaussian curve but
their values are slightly lower than our results. We should however notice that the10

mean real part from almucantar retrievals is 1.45 with an uncertainty of 0.04 (Dubovik
et al., 2000), thus in agreement with the small real parts derived in Paris plume in
Sect. 4: 1.46–1.48. The shape of the histogram for the imaginary parts is noisier but
the mean values found for 19, 20 and 31 July are in the range of almucantar retrievals.
Dubovik et al. (2000) indeed pointed out the high uncertainties on imaginary parts:15

30% for strongly absorbing aerosols and 50% for weakly absorbing aerosols.

5.3 Comparison with chemical analyses

Chemical analyses on filters were performed for 19 and 20 July 2000 and results of
the mass apportionment are given in Fig. 6, together with the corresponding values
of ACRI derived from Chazette and Liousse (2001). Independently of the Mie calcu-20

lations, we chemically derive the ACRI by using the known ACRI of individual con-
stituents of aerosols. A simple mass-linear internal mixing rule of the aerosol chemical
constituents has been examined for this study, as many authors (e.g. Horvath, 1998).
This approach assumes that the particles are homogeneously internally mixed, and
that each component contributes to scattering and absorption according to its mass25
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fraction, as:

n =

∑
i
mi · ni∑
i
mi

(6)

where n is the calculated ACRI for the particle, mi and ni the mass concentration and
refractive index, respectively, of each of the chemical compounds.

We found a mean value of 1.52–i0.02 for both 19 and 20 July, which is in good agree-5

ment with the optically-derived ACRI in this paper. We should however be careful on
the comparison and discussion of the imaginary parts that are not as well known as
their real counterparts, even if values are in accordance. In this study, we deduced
values of ACRI by the combination of remote sensing and in situ techniques that are
therefore representative of mixture with a composite ACRI, called “effective index”. We10

showed however that aerosols measured over Paris on 19 and 20 July were carried
by aged air masses arriving from industrialized areas in England. Particles have had
the time to gather chemical components leading to aerosols constituted of carbona-
ceous core coated with non-absorbent material. Assessing the absorbing effects of
such aerosols is delicate due to multiple-scattering inside the particles before the light15

reaches the absorbent core. The advantage of our optical retrievals is that they do
not take into account the manner in which absorbing particles are represented in the
aerosol mixture.

5.4 Comparison with lidar profiles

Vertical extinction profiles can be retrieved from ACRI and size distributions determined20

in the atmospheric column. Aerosol extinction coefficient is indeed the product of the
particle number concentrations by their scattering cross-section. Extinction coefficient
profiles have been computed through a Mie model thanks to in situ measurements dur-
ing flights and compared to lidar profiles. A Monte-Carlo method has been developed
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to assess the uncertainties of ACRI, size distribution and RH on the aerosol scatter-
ing cross-sections. So as to clearly distinguish calculations inside from calculations
outside the plume and to easily compare the profiles, lidar profiles from nadir point-
ing measurements performed at an altitude of ∼4200 m m.s.l. in the free troposphere
are selected in latitude and longitude to be the nearest to in situ measurements (see5

Sect. 2.2). Results are given in Fig. 7. The general tendency of the profiles is well
represented and within the dispersion of lidar values, particularly for 20 and 31 July,
but the precise shape cannot be accurately reproduced. In particular the structure with
two peaks appearing on 19 July right before the top of the PBL, which may be ascribed
to a residual aerosol layer, misses on the calculated profile. That can be linked to a10

loss of information during the average of ACRI values every 200 m m.s.l.
The influence of RH on the extinction coefficient can also be discussed: on 19 July,

the lidar signal is not sensitive to RH in the PBL because the simulated profile of ex-
tinction coefficient is closer to lidar measurements without Hänel’s corrections. Not
surprisingly, RH profiles were found to increase from 45% at the surface to only 60%15

at the top of the PBL. Furthermore the fact that the profile without RH correction is the
closest one in comparison with lidar-derived extinction profile could be an indication
that for 19 July the aerosols in the accumulation mode were essentially hydrophobic.
That result is in accordance with Randriamiarisoa et al. (2006).

On 20 July, Fig. 7b shows that the RH correction increases the aerosol extinction,20

while conversely decreasing the BER from 14 to 13.2 (Sect. 5.5). This indicates that
aerosol backscattering increases more rapidly with RH correction than extinction. In
comparison with 19 July, the effect of RH correction on the shape of aerosol extinction
profile is more pronounced, meaning that varying the ACRI and size distribution of the
dry particles has a great impact on the magnitude of aerosol extinction. However, the25

change in aerosol extinction with altitude is slightly altered, and not in agreement with
lidar-derived extinction. RH correction is thus not appropriate on this day. RH profiles
were found to increase from 35% at the surface to 70% at the top of the PBL. The fact
that a sharp maximum has not been observed on the aerosol extinction coefficient at
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the top of the PBL for 20 July suggests that aerosols in the accumulation mode are
hydrophobic under 70%.

As in the case of the previous days, the profile of aerosol extinction derived from
the PCASP and the nephelometer measurements agree well with those measured by
the lidar on 31 July. Contrary to 19 and 20 July cases, the extinction profile after5

Hänel’s correction is in better accordance with the lidar-derived extinction coefficient.
Variations in the atmospheric column may therefore be mainly related to aerosol size
growth with increasing RH. It is confirmed by Chazette et al. (2005) who showed that
aerosols carried by South winds on 31 July were young and hydrophilic thanks to lidar
measurements noting that extinction coefficients were higher in altitude without any10

modification in the size distribution.
These comparisons underline the ability of our method to reproduce the evolution

of aerosol properties in the PBL and, in spite of sharp variations in the atmospheric
column, enable to validate the closure study previously presented.

5.5 Discussion on the uncertainties15

In Sect. 4, we have showed that profiles of real and imaginary parts might present very
different shapes. The influence of the real part in the determination of the imaginary
one has been investigated through a sensitivity analysis on the real part. As a matter
of fact, an absolute error of 0.02 on the real part, which is the error calculated on our
retrievals with the Monte Carlo method (Table 2), triggers off only a slight variation on20

the imaginary part of 0.001 in comparison with the total error of 0.003 retrieved from
the Monte Carlo method (Table 2). The impact of the real part on the imaginary part
of the ACRI is thus not dominating. Variations of the imaginary part in the atmospheric
column can therefore be more ascribed to changes in size distribution and BER than
to variations in the real part profile.25

On the other hand, BER has been supposed constant with altitude for the calculation
of the imaginary part and its determination (0.014±0.0003) has required a synergy be-
tween lidar and sun photometer measurements according to the optical thicknesses.
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A BER profile taking into account RH can be retrieved with Eqs. (1) and (2) through
a Mie code. We noticed that this profile is almost constant with altitude, no notice-
able peak being observed as a function of height. Mean values of 0.0137±0.0003,
0.0132±0.0006 and 0.0140±0.0006 for 19, 20 and 31 July, respectively, have been
found, suggesting that RH correction do not introduce any bias in the calculations be-5

cause uncertainties overlap in all cases. The BER calculated after RH correction is very
close to the “input BER” used to invert lidar data. This result is consistent with that re-
ported by de Leeuw et al. (1986) and Takamura and Sasano (1987) who also found that
the dependence of BER on relative humidity was small. In addition it is in accordance
with a previous study carried out on Paris city hall place (Raut and Chazette, 2007)10

showing that the BER at 355 nm band 532 nm in Paris remained almost constant (un-
certainty of 5.10−4 only) for RH comprised between 40% and 80%. The determination
of the BER thanks to the combination lidar/sunphotometer turns out to be a prevailing
actor governing the synergy between remote sensing and in situ measurements.

Nevertheless, we have to make sure that the agreement between simulated extinc-15

tion profiles and lidar-derived extinction coefficient profiles really reveals the variations
of physical properties in the PBL and are not affected by the “calibration” of the lidar on
the sun photometer. We therefore calculated the BER independently of lidar measure-
ments: AERONET size distributions are derived from solar almucantar data acquired
over Paris area to assess the BER during this period. Since the retrieval algorithm20

produces volume size distribution integrated on the atmospheric column (µm3/µm2),
we used the mixed layer heights over this period, derived from lidar data, to convert
the size distribution in true concentration units. The height of the PBL for each day was
given in Sect. 2.2. Volume size distributions have been converted to number size distri-
butions and are shown in Fig. 8. Number size distributions present two modes centered25

at 0.1 and 1.2µm; the first mode is highly predominant with 99% of the total number
of particles and is optically efficient. Such size distributions have been used as input
in a Mie model, together with ACRI values retrieved from almucantar measurements
(Sect. 5.2), so as to derive the BER given by the sun photometer alone. We finally found
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0.0135±0.0009, which is slightly lower that the BER used in this study (0.014±0.0003)
but the error bars overlap. These results indicate that the value of BER used to invert
lidar measurements can be determined from a set of almucantar measurements alone,
instead of having recourse to the synergy between lidar and sun photometer mea-
surements of optical thicknesses. It guarantees the independence of the steps in the5

closure study and validates our method when retrieving simulated aerosol extinction
coefficients on a vertical scale in agreement with lidar-derived extinction profiles.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an assessment of the aerosol complex refractive index using the
synergy between lidar, sunphotometer and in situ measurements during flights over10

Paris area in July 2000. The merit of this technique is that it provides, for the first time,
vertically resolved ACRI in the PBL with a high vertical resolution of 200 m. We showed
that the main variations in the atmospheric column have to be ascribed to the geo-
graphic origin, the source and the history of the air masses carrying aerosols. Aerosols
produced over Paris area have been found to present smaller values of the real part15

of the ACRI (1.46–1.48) than aged particles advected from Great-Britain (1.48–1.50)
measured on 19 and 20 July upon arrival over Paris region and than rural aerosols over
Paris area (>1.50) sampled on 31 July. But no significant tendency has been observed
for the imaginary part. A good agreement has been demonstrated between the sim-
ulated extinction profiles based on the knowledge of ACRI and lidar-derived extinction20

profiles. Lidar reveals to be a powerful tool to constrain closure studies in the lower and
middle troposphere so as to retrieve aerosol optical and physical properties, and par-
ticularly the ACRI. A modification of this crucial parameter governs changes in radiative
properties of the PBL. The importance of parameter sets of physical particle properties
on a vertical scale for the assessment of climate forcing by anthropogenically produced25
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particles is highlighted by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007)1.
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Table 1. Mean aerosol size number distribution characteristics derived from aircraft on 19, 20
and 31 July 2000 during ESQUIF program. A lognormal size distribution is assumed, which is
characterized by up to three modal radii (r1 and r2), the associated geometric dispersions (σ1
and σ2), and occupation rates (x1 and x2=1−x1). The temporal variability is given in parenthe-
sis. The uncertainties due to the retrieval procedure are also specified.

Date r1 (µm) σ1 r2 (µm) σ2 x1 (%)

19 July 2000 Part 1 0.042
(±0.008)

1.363
(±0.196)

0.112
(±0.012)

1.326
(±0.160)

73.8
(±9.2)

19 July 2000 Part 2 0.039
(±0.003)

1.543
(±0.083)

0.120
(±0.004)

1.231
(±0.030)

72.2
(±3.0)

20 July 2000 0.040
(±0.006)

1.585
(±0.182)

0.119
(±0.006)

1.222
(±0.042)

71.2
(±4.5)

31 July 2000 Part 1 0.031
(±0.004)

1.486
(±0.049)

0.118
(±0.008)

1.302
(±0.091)

81.7
(±4.2)

31 July 2000 Part 2 0.034
(±0.003)

1.496
(±0.053)

0.119
(±0.007)

1.257
(±0.069)

81.4
(±3.2)

Uncertainties from Monte-Carlo method 0.01 0.01 0.015 0.02 3
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Table 2. Mean values of ACRI (nr−i ·ni ), single-scattering albedo (ω0) and relative humidity
(RH) derived from aircraft measurements on 19, 20 and 31 July 2000 during ESQUIF program.
The standard deviation is given in parenthesis. The uncertainties due to the retrieval procedure
have been computed by a Monte-Carlo method and are also specified.

Date 3 days Location nr ni ω0 RH (%)
Air mass origin

19 July 2000 Great-Britain London area

Part 1
Upwind
Inside the plume

1.479
(±0.014)

0.020
(±0.003)

0.871
(±0.016)

51.6
(±4.3)

Part 2
Downwind
Outside the plume

1.501
(±0.005)

0.013
(±0.002)

0.919
(±0.009)

57.8
(±4.5)

950 m
Downwind
Inside Paris plume

1.450
(±0.007)

0.014
(±0.002)

0.896
(±0.014)

48.5
(±2.1)

20 July 2000 Great Britain Cardiff area
Upwind
Inside the plume

1.518
(±0.015)

0.020
(±0.004)

0.883
(±0.019)

51.8
(±11.8)

320 m
Downwind
Inside Paris plume

1.461
(±0.007)

0.017
(±0.002)

0.883
(±0.013)

48.1
(±2.5)

31 July 2000 Atlantic Ocean
Part 1
Downwind
Inside the plume

1.483
(±0.015)

0.014
(±0.002)

0.913
(±0.015)

61.1
(±3.7)

Part 2
Upwind
Outside the plume

1.547
(±0.009)

0.013
(±0.002)

0.927
(±0.012)

66.6
(±5.8)

Uncertainties from Monte-Carlo method 0.020 0.003 0.015 0.5
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 1. Flight plans (a, c and e) and vertical profiles of RH (b, d and f) over Paris area measured
during the ascent on 19 (a, b), 20 (c, d) and 31 (e, f) July 2000 respectively. The scattering co-
efficient measured onboard the aircraft is color coded. The separation of the vertical profiles n
two parts (Part 1 and Part 2) is related to a discontinuity associated with horizontal explorations.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. Back trajectories for three 3-day periods ending over Paris at 12:00 UTC on (a) 19 July,
(c) 20 July and (e) 31 July at 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 km m.s.l. (courtesy of NOAA Air Resources
Laboratory http://www.arl.noaa.gov). The triangles give the 12-h spacing. The location of the
air mass for each day against the altitude is given in (b), (d) and (f), respectively.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of the complex refractive index (real (a, c and e) and imaginary (b, d
and f) parts), on 19 (a, b), 20 (c, d) and 31 (e, f) July 2000 over Paris area. Red solid lines rep-
resent the mean profile obtained during the ascending parts of the flight, shaded areas show
their respective standard deviation and horizontal lines give the uncertainties determined by a
Monte-Carlo method. Blue solid lines represent the mean profile obtained by a simulation com-
bining in situ retrievals and relative humidity profiles, and horizontal lines show the uncertainties
determined by a Monte-Carlo method. 10830
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the real part of the ACRI during the leg performed at 950 m as a function of
longitude for 31 July 2000. Blue dots correspond to measurements at the latitude of 48.75◦ N
(upwind of Paris) and red dots to measurements at 48.96◦ N (downwind of Paris). Vertical bars
show the uncertainties.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Histogram of the 532 nm single-scattering albedo (a), real part (b) and imaginary part
(c) of the ACRI for clear-sky conditions during summertime between 1999 and 2007 in the
Paris area and retrieved from AERONET Almucantar measurements. The mean values of the
present study for 19, 20 and 31 July 2000 are indicated.
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Fig. 6. Mass apportionment and the corresponding values of ACRI derived from chemical
analyses on filters for 19 and 20 July 2000. ACRI for black carbon (BC) are from Ackerman
and Toon (1981), Faxvog and Roessler (1978), particulate organic matter (POM) from Sloane
(1984), Holben et al. (1991), Anderson et al. (1996), Von Hoyningen et al. (1998), water soluble
fraction (WS) from Sloane (1984), Volz (1973), Dust from d’Almeida et al. (1991).
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of extinction coefficient on 19 (a), 20 (b) and 31 (c) July 2000 over
Paris area. Red solid lines represent the mean profile obtained during the ascending part of
the flight and horizontal lines give the uncertainties determined by a Monte-Carlo method. Blue
solid lines represent the mean profile obtained by a simulation combining in situ retrievals and
relative humidity profiles together with their uncertainties. Green solid line represents the mean
lidar profile obtained on the leg located over the ascending parts of the flight; shaded areas
show the standard deviation on lidar measurements.
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Fig. 8. Aerosol volume size distribution derived from solar almucantar measurements acquired
by the sun photometer over Paris area (AERONET) on 19, 20 and 31 July 2000.
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